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News For People That Can Think Critically

THE CRITICAL THINKING
TIMES
Coronavirus: The only thing spreading
“exponentially” is fear

The Skripal Case – Two Years
On

Sergey Skripal with his daughter Yulia in their
favorite Zizzi restaurant in Salisbury
Fewer people are sick each day, and yet there’s no sign of panic abating

Shall we start off this little overview with some cold hard facts? Not
the ones about death rates, and the flu, and clinical diagnosis. We’ve
done that. A lot (https://off-guardian.org/category/coronavirus/).
No this is just simple maths; There are, according to official estimates,
fewer people with coronavirus today, than yesterday. Pg 1-2

Assad to Russia 24: Erdogan Aligned with Al
Qaeda Because of his Muslim Brotherhood
Ideology

President Bashar al Assad told Russia-24 TV that Erdogan’s Muslim
Brotherhood ideology, not Turkish national interests, is the cause of
his sending troops illegally into Syria, to fight for al Qaeda in Idlib.
Dr. Assad also discussed the challenges of the American occupation of
Syrian oil fields (https://www.syrianews.cc/deir-ezzor-saudi-tyrants-join-trumpregime-israel-to-steal-syrias-oil/) and Syrian monies stolen by foreign
banks. Pg 3-13

Some Emerging Truths About Ukraine and the
Crash of MH17
On 17 July 2014 a Malaysian Airlines flight was en route from
Amsterdam to Kuala Lumpur when it was shot down over Ukrainian
territory with the loss of all passengers and crew. The majority of the
passengers were Dutch citizens, although there were significant other
nationals represented, including in particular Australian citizens and
residents. Pg 13-16

It’s been two years to the day since
disgraced former military intelligence
officer Sergei Skripal, and his daughter
Yulia, were allegedly found on a park
bench in Salisbury, near unconscious and
apparently very unwell. Pg 16-18

Beeley: Syria fights terrorism
in Idleb and Erdogan supports
it with full partnership with
Israeli entity

Damascus, SANA-Western admissions
are continuing regarding the reality of the
war which the Syrian Arab Army has
been waging against all forms of terrorism
and its backers, on top the Western states
and their ally, namely the Turkish regime
of Recep Tayyip Erdogan. Pg 18-19

Iran, Syria, Hezbollah,
Ansarullah is the front line,
not China-Russia
During the last days, we saw dramatic
changes in the Syrian situation. For the
fourth time in the last years, Turkey
invaded Syria. But the actual invasion is
quite different since it is directly targeted
against the Syrian army. This was
confirmed, on March 1, by the Turkish
defense minister and, on March 2, by
Erdogan. Pg 20-21
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a graph showing the daily emergency over their 53 cases
Coronavirus: The Here’s
change in death rate vs the daily (https://www.theguardian.com/usnews/2020/mar/04/coronavirus-newonly thing spreading change in recovery rate:
york-family). One man has died,
“exponentially” is
he was old and had “underlying
health issues”. But still…
fear
emergency.

Source: https://offguardian.org/2020/03/05/coronavirusthe-only-thing-spreadingexponentially-is-fear/

There’s money to be made in
panic, of course. The IMF and
World Bank, ever the
harbingers or harmony and
Kit Knightly
not at all opportunistic
vultures, are ready to ride in
That has been true every day
on a white horse
since February 17th
(https://www.worldometers.info/corona To sum up, according to official (https://www.theguardian.com/busines
s/2020/mar/02/bank-of-england-readyvirus/coronavirus-cases/#newlyestimates, every day for over
infected-newly-recovered).
two weeks, fewer people have to-act-as-cost-of-coronavirus-mounts):
the disease, a smaller percentage
“the International Monetary
Here’s a graph showing global of people are dying of the
Fund
and World Bank issued a
“active cases”:
disease and MORE people are
joint statement saying they stood
recovering from the disease.
ready to help the worst affected
countries by providing
Nobody in the media is talking
“emergency
financing, policy
about this.
advice, and technical
assistance”.”
Instead, we constantly see
“coronavirus cases reach
95,000” in the headlines, without Some good old “emergency
adding the corollary that 54,000 finance” will help out any
country that needs to protect
of those people are already
itself from disease. Don’t worry,
better.
you’ll have it paid off in a few
When the media aren’t ignoring decades. Maybe.

Here’s a graph showing the
number of daily new diagnoses the less-than-intimidating
with the number of daily
statistics, they’re trying to rerecoveries:
purpose them. The Atlantic
recently published an article
headlined "You’re Likely to Get
the Coronavirus"
(https://www.theatlantic.com/health/ar
chive/2020/02/covid-vaccine/607000/),
where only 31 people have even
been diagnosed (nobody has yet
died).

In America, the same Senate so
frequently asking Bernie
Sanders how he intends to pay
for his healthcare plans, just
approved 8 BILLION dollars
(https://www.politico.com/news/2020/0
3/04/house-coronavirus-funding121065) in emergency spending

for the coronavirus. For those of
you interested, that’s 56 million
dollars per infected US citizen.

California, ever a panic waiting
From what we know of bloated
to happen, is declaring a state of
US government contracts, this
1
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money will be filed through
lobbyists to medical supply and
emergency measures companies,
on whose board a surprising
number of current and/or former
senators sit.

“A single trusted source should
inform the public what we know
about COVID-19, what we don’t
know, and what we’ll do to find
out what we don’t know.”

3?international=true&r=US)

that
China’s total authoritarian
control saved lives.

That’s the real campaign here.
A power play for draconian
Emergency powers:
social control in the name of
In Italy, 7.5 billion Euros is
public health. For now, as the
being “made available” for
“Congress must provide the Guardian helpfully reminds us,
“families and businesses”
FDA with the authority needed it’s voluntary. But the implied
affected. The question of how
to prevent and mitigate medical threat behind that is obvious: As
much goes to families, and how
supply-chain disruptions.” things get more serious, that will
much to businesses, is a key one.
change.
One the media will probably
And quarantine:
never answer.
After all, this is just a virus –
“Social distancing may become and a comparatively minor one –
And behind all of that, the
the norm, as governments and if we’re happy to see our
authoritarians, mouths watering, organizations close schools, halt governments take draconian
drip poison into the public ear: mass transit, and cancel sports, measures to halt this…what
entertainment, religious, and about more significant threats?
“Harsh measures horrify civil
political gatherings. People
libertarians, but they often save could be quarantined in their “Why don’t we treat the climate
lives, especially when they are
homes, medical facilities,
crisis with the same urgency as
imposed in the early days.”
apartments, or dormitories.”
coronavirus?”
That was in the New York Times It’s clear a certain type of person
(https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/28/ is in love with the world this liesunday-review/coronavirusstoked fear will enable them to
quarantine.html?
build. In some ways, they have
action=click&module=Opinion&pgtyp
already won.
e=Homepage).
“Any coronavirus ‘lockdown’
would initially be voluntary”
Adds The Guardian (they don’t
say how long this “initial”
voluntary period will last https://www.theguardian.com/world/20
20/mar/02/any-coronavirus-lockdownwould-initially-be-voluntary).

…asks Owen Jones
(https://www.theguardian.com/commen
tisfree/2020/mar/05/governmentscoronavirus-urgent-climate-crisis)

in
today’s Guardian. He is not
alone
The public is long past accepting (https://www.dw.com/en/coronavirussocial media companies working climate-change-emissions-environemtchina-covid19-crisis/a-52647140).
hand-in-hand with the state
(https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/s
Well, maybe one day soon we
ocial-media-companies-partneringwill Owen. Won’t that be nice.
health-authorities-combatmisinformation/story?id=69389222)
to block “misinformation” and
“boost” official sources.

Further, even if the virus
The Atlantic
continues to decline, the
(https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/arc
powers that be – and their
hive/2020/03/how-preparecoronavirus/607486/) goes further, talking heads – will simply
laying out plans to mitigate the claim (as many already are -

https://www.businessinsider.nl/china-

“worst case scenario” covering stopped-100000-coronavirus-casesinformation:
with-harsh-response-who-expert-20202
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Assad to Russia 24:
Erdogan Aligned
with Al Qaeda
Because of his
Muslim
Brotherhood
Ideology
Source:
https://www.syrianews.cc/assad-torussia-24-erdogan-aligned-with-alqaeda-because-of-his-muslimbrotherhood-ideology/

By Miri Wood
Syria News provides the full
transcript of the recent interview
by Yevgeny Primokov, courtesy
of SANA (https://sana.sy/en/?
p=187460).

besides the war on terrorism that
your country is waging, are the
events in the Idlib governorate,
and the danger of confrontation
between the Syrian Arab
Republic and Turkey. The
Turkish forces are directly
supporting what is called “the
opposition,” although we see in
their ranks elements which
belong to terrorist organizations,
which are affiliated to Al Qaeda
and other organizations. Turkish
troops are also taking part in
attacks against Syrian forces.
The question is: what has
changed in the relations between
you and Erdogan, between Syria
and Turkey? Before 2011,
Erdogan used to call you
“brother,” and your two families
were friends. What has changed
and pushed things to where they
are now?

Journalist: Hello! This is
President Assad: The core of
“International Review” with
Yevgeny Primakov. Today, we the issue is American policy. At
a point in time, the United States
are in Damascus, in our
decided that secular
temporary studio. His
Excellency, President Bashar al- governments in the region were
no longer able to implement the
Assad, is not our guest in the
studio; rather, we are his guests. plans and roles designated to
them; of course, I am referring
Mr. President, thank you very
much for receiving us and giving to the countries which were
allies of the United States and
us the time to conduct this
not those like Syria which are
interview. We are happy to be
with you and to see that you are not. They decided to replace
in good health in these difficult these regimes with Muslim
Brotherhood regimes that use
circumstances.
religion to lead the public.
President Assad: You are
welcome. I am very happy to
receive a Russian national
television station.

In doing this, things would
become easier for American
plans and Western plans in
general. This process of
“replacement” started with the
Question 1: Thank you very
much Mr. President. Clearly, the so-called Arab Spring. Of
course, at the time, the only
most important topic now,
3

Muslim Brotherhood-led
country in the region was
Turkey, through Erdogan
himself and his Brotherhood
affiliation. Prior to this, our
relations with them were good in
both the political and economic
fields; we even had security and
military cooperation. There
were no problems at all between
Syria and Turkey. We didn’t do
anything against them and we
didn’t support any forces hostile
to them. We believed them to be
neighbours and brothers. But
Erdogan’s Muslim Brotherhood
affiliation is much stronger than
all of this and he returned to his
original identity and built his
policies with Syria according to
this ideology.
It is well-known that the Muslim
Brotherhood were the first
organisation to endorse violence
and use religion to gain power.
Now, if we ask ourselves, why
are Turkish soldiers being killed
in Syria? What is the cause they
are fighting for? What is the
dispute? There is no cause, even
Erdogan himself is unable to tell
the Turks why he is sending his
army to fight in Syria. The
single reason is the Muslim
Brotherhood and it has nothing
to do with Turkish national
interests. It is related to
Erdogan’s ideology and
consequently the Turkish people
have to die for this ideology.
That’s why he is unable to
explain to the Turkish people
why his soldiers are being killed
in Syria.
Question 2: Is there any hope
of establishing any kind of
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communication between Turkey
and Syria gradually, at least
between the military and the
intelligence, and in the future,
maybe, diplomatic relations?

President Assad: Of course, we Brotherhood are: they have no
used to describe them as
political, social, or religious
brotherly people, even now, I
ethics. For them, religion is not
ask the Turkish people: what is a form of good, it is violence;
your issue with Syria? What is this is their principle. Erdogan
the issue for which a Turkish
is a member of the opportunistic
President Assad: During the
citizen deserves to die? What is Muslim Brotherhood and so it is
past two years, numerous
the hostile act, small or large,
normal for him to do what he
intensive meetings took place
carried out by Syria against
has done. The lack of clarity
between Russian and Turkish
Turkey during or before the war? and endless lying are part of
officials, and despite the Turkish There is none. There are mixed their nature.
aggression a few meetings were marriages and families, and
held between Syrian and Turkish daily interactions and interests Question 5: The war in your
security officials. Our shared
between Syria and Turkey. In country has been going on for
objective with the Russians was Turkey, there are groups of
nine years. It is twice as long as
to move Turkey away from
Syrian Arab origin and there are the World War II, the Great
supporting terrorists and bring it groups in Syria of Turkish
Patriotic War, and soon we will
back to its natural place. For
origin. These interactions have mark the 75th anniversary of our
Syria, and for you also, Turkey existed throughout history; it is victory in it, which is a very
is a neighbouring country. It is not logical that there is a dispute important event for Russia.
natural to have sound relations between us.
What strength does the Syrian
with a neighboring country; it is
people store that enables them to
unnatural under any pretext or Question 4: Mr. President, I
survive and triumph and avoid
any circumstance to have bad
realize that I am talking to a
despair? What is the secret? Is
relations. So, as to your
head of state; nevertheless, I
it an internal strength, or
question, is it possible? Of
can’t but ask about the human something else? Or is it simply
course it is, but we can’t achieve dimension. This person
that you have better weapons?
this outcome while Erdogan
[Erdogan] shook your hand, was
continues to support the
your guest, you received him,
President Assad: There are
terrorists. He has to stop
and he called you a brother and a several factors which should be
supporting terrorism, at which friend, etc.. Now, he allows
considered. The fact that we are
point things can return to normal himself to say all these things. a small country, means these
because there is no hostility
How does that affect you
factors make us a strong country
between the two peoples. The emotionally?
in this war. First and foremost,
hostility is caused by political
national awareness and public
actions or policies based on
President Assad: I have met
opinion. Without the
vested interests. On the level of people who belong to the
widespread awareness of the
the Syrian nation and the
Muslim Brotherhood from
Syrian people that what is
Turkish nation, there are neither different countries. He is one of happening is the result of a
differences nor conflicts of
them from Turkey, there were
Western conspiracy against their
interests. So, yes, these relations some from Egypt, Palestine and country, Syria might have
should return to normal.
others; they have all done the
perished or been destroyed very
same thing. They used to say
quickly. This popular realization
Question 3: Is this your
nice things about Syria or about produced a national unity despite
message to the Turkish people, their personal relationship with different political leanings or
that there is no hostility against me, but when things change,
different cultural and social
them? Have I understood you they turn against the person.
affiliations – ethnic, religious or
correctly?
That’s how the Muslim
sectarian groups. This
4
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awareness created unity with the Question 6: If you don’t mind, than before. The problem is in
state in confronting terrorism; I’ll dwell on these factors for
the areas which were outside
this is a very important factor. more details, and we will start government control. That’s why
with the Syrian society and what I’m not concerned at all in this
The second factor is the Syrian you have said about its diverse regard, despite the attempted
people’s legendary capacity for culture and tolerance among its Western narrative to show that
sacrifice, which we have
different ethnic, cultural and
the war in Syria is between
witnessed primarily through the religious groups. The extremist sects, which is not true. A war
Syrian Arab Army. Under
terrorists have struck a severe
between sects means that you
normal circumstances, one
blow to this Syrian characteristic come today to this area and find
would believe that these
by promoting extremist demands one colour, and in another area
sacrifices can only be found in and an extremist ideology.
you find another colour, and in
movies or novels, while in fact Yesterday, we were in the Old another place a third and a fourth
they were apparent in every
City of Damascus, and we
colour; this is not the case. You
battle and this is what protected couldn’t imagine what the
will see all the colours of Syria,
the country.
situation would be like if the
without exception, in the stateblack flag of the caliphate
controlled areas. Whereas in the
In addition to the sacrifices of appeared in Damascus,
terrorist-controlled areas, they
the army, the people themselves something which can only be
are not looking for a colour, but
sacrificed. They have been
imagined with horror. To what for parts of one colour, which is
living in extremely difficult
extent is Syria ready to rebuild the extremist colour. This is
circumstances: continuous
itself as a multicultural state,
because only extremists at the
shelling, sanctions and bad
tolerant, secular, etc.?
far end of extremism could live
economic conditions.
with them and that is why a
Nevertheless, the people
President Assad: What I’m
large number of people fled the
remained steadfast with their
about to say may sound
terrorist-controlled areas to
country.
exaggerated, but by nature I
state-controlled areas. That is
speak in real terms and do not why I’m not concerned at all in
The third factor is the public
like exaggeration. In actual fact, this regard. The challenge,
sector, which has played an
Syrian society today in terms of however, will be in the areas
important role in keeping the
coherence and the social
which were occupied by the
state together. In the worst of
integration of its different
terrorists.
circumstances, salaries
segments, is better than it was
continued to be paid, schools
before the war. This is for a
Question 7: This raises the
kept running and daily essential simple reason: war is a very
question of the possibility of
services were provided to
important lesson to any society, granting an amnesty. There are
citizens. Bottom line services a lesson that extremism is
many people who were misled
continued to be provided so that destructive and that not
by the propaganda of the
life continues.
accepting the other is dangerous. terrorists and extremists. Some
As a result, these segments
of them committed crimes.
In addition to these factors, there within our society came
Others were members of armed
is the fact that our friends have together.
groups which committed
supported us, particularly Russia
terrorist acts. But there are those
and Iran. They have supported If you go to the Old City or to who did not carry weapons, or
us politically, militarily, and
any area under government
carried them without killing
economically. All these factors control, you will not see this
people. What are the grounds on
together have helped Syria
problem at all. On the contrary, which the government can reach
remain steadfast up until now. as I mentioned, things are better out to them? And can there be
5
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compromises through which
such people can be forgiven?
This is a very important moral
question. And in addition to the
moral dimension, there are legal
aspects as to resolving their
status and integrating them in
society, and maybe in the army
as well.

There are very limited cases
have their perceptions of justice;
which cannot be granted
and you certainly meet state
amnesty, for example those who officials, whether in the security
committed criminal acts and
or police agencies, who have to
premeditatedly killed large
reach out and resolve the status
numbers of people; most of
of those who became terrorists
these are terrorist leaders.
on the other side. These officials
However, in terms of the broader might resent that and find it
situation, I believe that most
difficult to accept. For instance,
people want to return to the
if I see this individual who used
state, because a large number of to aim his weapon at me living
them who carried weapons were with me now on the same street
actually forced to do so. They and buying bread from the same
had no choice: either you carry bakery as I do, how should I
weapons or you are killed.
behave? What do you say to
These people are not necessarily state supporters who are not
extremists. They do not have a always prepared to accept such
terrorist past. They are ordinary an amnesty or such an act of
people who were forced to carry forgiveness?
weapons.
President Assad: In this type of
President Assad: At the
war, amnesty must be a core
Similarly, there are those who beginning of the war we used to
element of domestic policy. We had to take political or public
see such cases. I recall when I
cannot restore stability if we do positions in the media in favour passed the first amnesty decree,
not grant amnesty for the
of the terrorists for the same
many Syrians resented it not
mistakes that have been made. reasons, we know this for a fact. only within the government, but
From the very beginning of the That’s why I believe that most of also the broader public because
war, we have regularly enacted these people do support the state some may have lost a family
amnesty decrees pardoning all and were cooperating and
member from the terrorism. In
those who acted against the
communicating with us
the beginning, it was not easy to
national interest. In the areas
throughout. So, I fully agree
tell them that we will grant
which were controlled by the
with you, we must continue
amnesty in order to restore
militants, we have conducted
providing amnesty and we must stability. However, this was the
what we call local
continue with this process in the case for the first few months
reconciliations that have resulted new areas we liberate, especially only. Today, if you ask anybody
in the state legally pardoning
since we want most Syrians
or at least those who support the
individuals; all those who hand inside and outside Syria to return state, regardless of whether they
in
to their country.
work in the government or not,
this is now accepted because
their weapons, receive amnesty Question 8: Now, we will talk they have seen the results. In
provided that they return to their about rebuilding the state, but
fact, in many cases they are the
normal civil life under the
the state always consists of
ones pushing for an amnesty and
authority of the state and the rule people. When we talk about
a settlement, which helps
of law. This process has been
terrorists, we either force them greatly. So, there are no longer
very successful and restored
to drop their weapons or
different viewpoints, because the
stability to a large number of
persuade them to drop them and facts on the ground have shown
areas, and we are continuing to go back to their senses.
that this is the right thing to do
implement this policy.
Conversely, there are those who and that it is good for Syria.
6
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Question 9: As to the situation
on the ground, I’ll not talk about
who controls this or that area,
because the situation on the
ground is fluid and everchanging and should be left to
the military. But it is clear now
that the state has restored large
areas in southern Idlib
governorate. Here, peaceful life
will return, as happened in other
areas, in Eastern Ghouta, Deir
Ezzor, and the other areas
liberated previously. What will
the state do when it goes into the
liberated areas? Where will it
start its work? And what is the
most important aspect to
restoring peaceful life?

mentioned earlier, this is an
important step towards
reconciliation and resolving the
status of these people in order to
restore normal life to the city.

exists in Syria and outside
support in the form of weapons
and money is still at large.
Therefore, we do not expect to
eliminate these sleeper cells in
the foreseeable future. We will
Question 10: What are the
continue to eliminate cells and
difficulties which emerge during others will appear, until things
this process? And are there
return to normal in Syria.
sleeper cells which undermine
the process of reconstruction? Question 11: Mr. President, in
What are the problems facing
two months’ time, if I’m not
you?
mistaken, the country will hold
parliamentary elections, in these
President Assad: When I
difficult circumstances. How
mentioned that the pardons and difficult will that be? Or, would
reconciliations have been
they proceed according to plan,
successful, this doesn’t mean
and nothing will stop or obstruct
that the success was a hundred them?
percent; nothing is perfect.
President Assad: In many of the Some of these people still have President Assad: There is a
areas we have liberated, there
terrorist leanings and extremist constitution and we are governed
are no civilians since most had ideology, and are still
by it. We do not give in to
left when the terrorists arrived. cooperating with extremist
Western threats or Western
The first thing we do is to
groups in other areas and
wishes, and we do not consider
restore the infrastructure in order carrying out terrorist acts. In the any factor other than the
to enable the local population to past few weeks, there have been constitution. The issue of
return. The first thing they need a number of explosive devices postponing constitutional
is electricity, water, roads,
planted in different places or
deadlines, whether for
police, municipalities, and other under cars. These terrorist acts presidential or parliamentary
services. They need all these
have claimed the lives of many elections, was raised with us
service providers; this is the first victims. However, this doesn’t several times and we refused to
challenge. The second, which is mean that we stop the process of do so during the war.
equally important, is rebuilding reconciliations, but rather we
Parliamentary elections will be
schools so that they are able to need to hunt down these sleeper held in a few months’ and we
receive students. If the
cells. We have been able to
will proceed according to the
infrastructure is available and I arrest a large number of them, constitutional agenda regardless
can’t send my children to school, but there are others that are still of anything else.
what’s the point, it means I can’t active. One sleeper cell might
go back to this area. So, schools carry out a number of acts giving Question 12: We talked about
and health services are
the impression that a full
the domestic situation, let’s now
fundamental after the exit of
organisation exists. Whereas in talk about the outer
terrorists and the restoration of fact it is one cell made up of a environment. The Syrian Arab
security. Later, of course, we
group of individuals and by
Republic has been subjected
engage with the local
arresting them you are able to
since 2011 to tightly-enforced
community to identify who was restore safety and security.
isolation, not only by the
involved with the terrorists
However, this challenge will
Americans and the Europeans,
through various actions. As I
remain, because terrorism still which was expected, but also by
7
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the Arab League and its member
states, including the Arab Gulf
states. We know that the UAE
embassy was reopened, and that
Oman did not close its embassy
and continued to work as usual.
Do you see a positive change on
the part of the Arab world, or is
the situation still as it was, and
that isolation persists? And what
are the prospects of your
contacts with the European
Union? I’ll not ask about the
Americans, for everything
regarding them is unfortunately
clear.

value. We have met with a
about the beginning of a migrant
number of security officials from movement towards Europe.
most European countries and
they have been reasonable but Question 14: In one of your
they are unable to change
answers, you touched on the
course. Some have frankly said, relation with Russia. We
“we are unable to change, our consider it a relation of
politicians cannot change their partnership. But this relation
policies because the European went through difficult years
policy is linked to the American when Russia limited its presence
policy.” They climbed the tree in the Middle East and other
and are simply unable to come parts of the world. Many people
down. That’s why we do not
saw that as a betrayal, and that
waste our time talking about a Russia turned its back on its old
European role and European
allies and partners. Now, how do
policy. The master is the
you describe these relations
American. We can talk about
which have been strengthened
President Assad: Most Arab
the Americans and this
naturally during nine years of
countries have maintained their automatically includes the
war? Since our aforementioned
relations with Syria, but not
Europeans.
opponents, including the
publicly for fear of pressure.
Europeans and the Americans,
These countries have expressed But in answer to your question, who are “evil tongues” as we say
their support for Syria and their yes, there is a change. There are in Russia, claim that Syria is
wishes for us to defeat terrorism. clear convictions that this war under Russian control. Is that
However, Western pressure and has not achieved what those
true in reality. For our part, we
American in particular, was
countries, or some of the
look at this relation as a
severe on these countries to
colonialist countries wanted, that partnership and an alliance.
remain distant and not to open the Syrian people have paid the
their embassies in Syria,
price, that stability has paid the President Assad: Our relations
particularly the Gulf states.
price and now the Europeans are with you span more than six
Europe however, is completely paying the price. The problem decades; this is not a short
different. In fact, for us, Europe of refugees in Europe is huge, period of time and it covers
for more than two decades and but they will not change in the several generations. We know
even before this war, has been near future. This is my
each other very well and this
absent on the global political
conviction.
relationship has been through
arena. Europe has ceased to exist
various experiences. Through
since 2003, after the American Question 13: Now, Turkey is
the different circumstances,
invasion of Iraq. Europe
blackmailing Europe by using including the 1990s after the
surrendered completely to the
the migrants. And this is what
collapse of the Soviet Union, our
United States and its role was
Erdogan is doing right now.
relations with Russia have
limited to implementing what it
always been based on mutual
was charged with by the
President Assad: Turkey
respect, a peer-to-peer
American administration.
started sending the second wave relationship. We have never felt
of refugees to Europe as a form at any time, even during this
So, whether they communicate of blackmail. Erdogan had
war, that Russia is trying to
with us or not, the result is the threatened that he would send
impose its views on us. They
same. Whether they open
refugees. Yesterday, there were have always treated us with
embassies or not, there is no
videos on various media outlets respect; even when we differed,
8
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they respected the views of the
Syrian government. This is a
general rule that has governed
the past decades and hasn’t
changed because it is based on
Russian customs, traditions, and
perspectives. So, on a bilateral
level the relationship between
Syria and Russia is clearly a
partnership, particularly now
after the war, this partnership
has become stronger and more
reliable.

Putin came to power in 2000 and Since 2018, there has been a
restored Russia’s position.
great interest from big
companies outside of Syria –
Question 15: Now we are
Arab and non-Arab, to
talking about military and
participate in the reconstruction.
political support. What about the However, what’s happening is
economy? Going back to
that the Americans are applying
rebuilding Syria, are there large huge pressure and threatening
Russian – or non-Russian –
individuals and companies alike;
projects which help in
this has no doubt frightened
reconstruction? Is there a state or some of these companies. This
a company which is prepared to is happening even with regard to
come and invest in the Syrian
Russian companies. There are
economy without fear of
several Russian companies
However, if we wanted to view sanctions or political problems which want to invest in Syria but
our relationship with Russia
caused by the United States and fear taking any step. Chinese
from a different perspective,
Europe? For instance, there used companies have the same
which is Russia’s international to be a flourishing
problem.
role, the issue is different.
pharmaceutical industry in
Today, many small countries and Aleppo, which used to export its However, every problem has a
even countries of medium
products throughout the Middle solution. Most recently, a
strength around the world, look East, and you, as a doctor, know number of large international
towards Russia and rely to a
that. Are there any ideas to
companies have started to come
large extent on its role, because restore industrial production in to Syria using different methods
it is Russia’s duty today to
the pharmaceutical field or other which enable them to evade the
restore international balance to fields? And to what extent the sanctions. So, there is a
the global arena. The presence lack of resources will affect
possibility now for these
of the Russian military base in these economic projects,
companies to work in Syria
Syria is not only aimed at
considering that oil is now
without facing sanctions. Of
fighting terrorism but also at
outside state control and is
course, I cannot discuss these
creating an international political controlled by a power, which
methods, but we have started to
balance in the Security Council, came from beyond the Atlantic see a return of foreign
as well as a military balance in and built its bases there under
investment. It is true that the
different areas with a view of
the pretext of protecting oil?
movement is slow, but I believe
restoring the Russian role.
it is a good start – a promising
Restoring this role is in the
President Assad: When we
start, to support the
interest of all states, including built our infrastructure in Syria reconstruction process which we
Syria and other small and
in the 1970s and the 1980s, we have started. We did not wait;
medium-sized countries as I
did not have oil at that time. It we have begun in some areas
mentioned. Therefore, we view was built with Syrian money and and in order to expand there
this relationship from two
with Syrian capabilities. So, we must be a larger number of
perspectives: a partnership on
know we have the capabilities companies and investments.
the bilateral level and a
and can provide the resources.
relationship based on this
There is a lot of Syrian capital Question 16: What are the areas
international role, which we
within Syria and mostly abroad which you consider priorities or
hope will continue to increase as and should most certainly take most attractive to investors?
has been the case since President part in this process.

9
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President Assad: Of course, the society is capable of rising in a you going to proceed in that
most important is rebuilding the strong manner and that we will direction?
destroyed suburbs. I think this be stronger economically than
will be of high interest for
we were before the war. This is President Assad: Militarily the
investment companies and
why they have resorted to
priority now is Idlib, this is why
several have already expressed threatening Syrian and foreign we see Erdogan using all his
interest; this is certainly a
companies. In other words, if a force and no doubt under
profitable area. Another sector Syrian citizen wants to invest in American directives. This is
is oil and gas, which is also
Syria, they will likely be
because by liberating Idlib we
profitable. There are already a sanctioned, or oil revenues are will be able to move towards
number of Russian companies prevented from returning to
liberating the eastern regions.
that have started operating in
Syria. The more important factor As I have said on several
Syria during the past few years is the ongoing war, which
occasions, for them, Idlib
and are now planning to increase discourages companies and
militarily is an advanced post.
production. The biggest
prevents them from coming to They have used all their power
obstacle preventing expansion in Syria. If these three factors are to obstruct the liberation of
this sector is the terrorist and
eliminated, we have no problem Idlib, so that we do not move
American occupation of the
in rebuilding the country. We
eastward. However, despite not
most important sites of oil wells have strong human and material yet advancing towards the
in Syria. The Americans know resources in Syria and we also eastern region, we are still in
this of course, and that’s why
have faithful friends like Russia direct communication with the
they continue to occupy the oil and Iran who will help us.
population there. There is a
wells and obstruct the
great deal of anger and
reconstruction process. In short,
resentment on their part against
these are the most important
the American occupation and
sectors. Of course, there are
against the groups acting on
many other areas which any
behalf of the Americans.
society needs, but are less
important for international
I believe that this anger will
companies.
build up gradually and there will
be resistance operations against
Question 17: As we know, there
the occupiers. It is the national
is a big problem caused by
and constitutional duty of the
freezing Syrian funds in foreign
state to support any act against
Question 18: Mr. President, we
banks. Is it difficult to finance
an occupying power. As time
talked about Idlib in general, and
some contracts because of that?
goes by, the Americans will not
touched on the oil fields east of
have a population supporting
the Euphrates river controlled by
President Assad: That’s true.
them but a population standing
the Americans, and we know
This is robbery in every sense of
against the American
that there is a power outage
the word; but if the money is
occupation. They will not be
every four hours, and we know
stolen it doesn’t mean that as a
able to stay, neither for the oil
that power plants are mostly
state and as a society we should
nor to support terrorists like ISIS
fueled by oil products. This
stop creating wealth. We have
and al-Nusra or any other
factor – controlling oil and oil
many capabilities and this is one
reason. The same of course,
products – is crucial for Syrian
of the reasons why we have
applies to the Turks who are
economy. Do you have any plans
survived nine years of war.
occupying the northern part of
to restore control over the areas
They are well aware that if the
Syrian territories. If they do not
east of the Euphrates? How are
war stopped completely, Syrian
leave through political
10
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negotiations, they must leave by area are small groups acting with the law and those who break it.
force. This is what we will do. the Americans.
You cannot stand with the police
This is also our patriotic duty as
and the thief at the same time,
Syrians.
As to what is sometimes referred this is impossible. You are
to as the “Kurdish cause,” there either with the police or the
Question 19: It’s good that we is no such cause in Syria for a thief. So, we cannot reach
have arrived at this difficult
simple reason. Historically, there results in any dialogue with
issue. If we talk about the Kurds are Kurds who live in Syria;
them, even if we were to meet
who live in the east and
these groups which came to the thousands of times, unless they
northeast of the country, and
north did so during the last
take a clear position, a patriotic
who might not be happy with the century and only as a result of position: to be against the
Americans and the Turks,
the Turkish oppression. We
Americans, against occupation
particularly the Turks, with
have hosted them in Syria.
and against the Turks because
whom they have a longstanding Kurds, Armenians and other
they too are occupiers.
enmity. Their relationship with groups came to Syria and we had
Damascus is difficult because
no problem with that. For
Quite simply, this is our demand.
they are separatists and
example, there is no SyrianThis is a national position and as
supported the United States at Armenian issue. There is a
a government we are responsible
one point and became its allies. great diversity in Syria and we for the constitution and for our
The question here is about
do not have an issue with that
national interests. The whole
reunifying the Syrian Arab
diversity, so why would we have Syrian people accept nothing
Republic and reintegrating its
a problem with the Kurds?! The less than them taking a stand
territories within its legal
problem is with the groups that against the occupation. As for
borders. How are you going to started to promote separatist
anything else, if they have other
build your policy regarding the propositions a few decades ago, demands, the Syrian people have
Kurds, taking into account that mainly in the early 1980s. Yet demands too. How do we
Damascus has almost accused despite this, when the Turkish achieve results? We engage in
them of treason because they
state during various periods
discussions and then we can
signed an agreement with the
oppressed and killed the Kurds decide: do we change the
Americans. Do you have a plan in Turkey, we supported them. constitution? Do we change the
in that regard? What’s the price We haven’t stood against their law? Or any other measure, this
for integrating them? What can cause, if they call it a cause. In is all possible. This is a Syrianyou give the Kurds? And what Syria, they were given a
Syrian dialogue. However, the
are the things which you cannot nationality, even though they
government in Syria does not
give them?
were not Syrian. We have
own the constitution; the people
always been positive regarding own the constitution and
President Assad: We are in
the Kurdish issue. Therefore,
therefore they are the ones who
contact with the Kurdish
what is called “the Kurdish
can change the constitution.
political groups in northern
cause” is an incorrect title, a
Syria, the problem is that some false title.
Question 20: If we take into
of these groups, not all of them,
account what is happening in
operate under American
The problem right now is
Idlib, which we talked about at
authority. We do not say “the
dealing with the Americans. The the beginning of the interview,
Kurds” because the larger part of Americans are occupiers; they and that Turkey is one of the
the Kurds are patriotic groups or occupied our lands. The
main opponents of the Kurds,
tribes which support the state; Americans are thieves stealing does the idea of reaching a
however, these groups have no our oil. You cannot play both
reconciliation with the Kurds
voice. Those who control the
sides: between those who protect tempt you on these grounds?
11
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You can choose not to answer
this question if you like.

way. I’m only recalling what is
being discussed in Russia, that
the deal as a solution for the
Palestinian cause is simply a
dead end.

social media, you will find a
total rejection of this plan,
including from states and
President Assad: On the
governments allied with
contrary, this is a logical
America and those that have
question. These Kurdish groups
relations with Israel. So, it’s
which claim to be against
President Assad: Our relations safe to say that it is a stillborn
Turkish occupation and issue
with the United States were
plan. Trump might be able to
statements that they will fight, restored during the Nixon
use it in his next elections in
did not fire a single bullet when administration in 1974. Since order to please the Israeli lobby
the Turks invaded. Why?
that time, we have met with
in the United States. But after
Because the Americans
numerous American officials in that, we will probably not hear
identified which area the Turks the administration, with
about the ‘deal of the century’
would enter and the boundaries presidents and members of
until the next elections. At which
that they should reach, as well as Congress, and we have learned point there will be another and
the areas that these groups
one thing only: anything an
worse plan presented for the
should leave. So, do we agree American politician does, is first next elections.
on statements or on actions? We and foremost to serve his
want to agree on the actions. In personal interests in relation to Question 22: Thank you very
their statements, they have said the next elections. They do not much Mr. President. I have one
that they are against the Turks, think of higher national
final question, maybe a more
but they are not doing anything American interests. They do not emotional question. To what
against them at all. They are
think of world stability, or of
extent have these past nine years
neutral. They are moving in line international law, or the rights of been difficult psychologically
with the Americans and the
peoples. This doesn’t exist in
for you? To what extent have
Turks. Only the Syrian
their policies. They only think they been difficult to your
government and other segments of their elections and nothing
family? Your wife has founded
of Syrian society are fighting the else.
and manages one of the biggest
Turks and losing martyrs every
charities in Syria which provides
day. Other than that, I agree
As to the ‘deal of the century,’ a great deal to children, to the
with you. If they were to say
this proposition was made at this wounded, and to restoration of
“we will agree with you against particular time only for the next normal life. I realize that I might
the Turks,” my response would American elections. The
be asking embarrassing
be, we are ready, send your
presidential elections will be
questions, and I apologize for
fighters so that together we can held at the end of this year. So, that, but to what extent have you
defend our land.
the idea is meaningless, an
suffered from what is happening
empty shell. The idea, if
within your family? And when
Question 21: In this region,
applied, is not harmful, but
you look back at what you have
there is also a very old enemy of rather destructive to the Middle done during the past nine years,
the Syrian Arab Republic, which East and the peace process
do you say to yourself that you
always reminds people of itself, which started in the early 1990s. haven’t done what you should
Israel, or the Zionist entity as
However, when would their idea have done on certain issues, or
you call it. How do you see the succeed and when would it fail? that a mistake was made in this
“great” Deal of the Century, the It succeeds if the people of this regard and the right thing was
gift given to us by American
region agree that it should
done on another issue, and more
President Donald Trump? Where succeed. If you review all
should have been done?
might it take us? I don’t mean to political and official statements,
influence your answer in any
as well as public opinion on
12
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President Assad: There are two
sides to this question: one is the
formal, when I think about this
war in my official capacity
within the state and the other is
the personal.

to the mistakes made in daily
Journalist: You have confirmed
matters, they are always there, of once again that a person like you
course. Every time there is a
can only have one position, the
mistake, we should correct it and position of the statesman,
change the decision. This is the because the views you have
normal thing to do.
expressed are the views and the
position of a statesman.
As an official, the first thing you On a personal level, here I am
think of in this situation is
like any other citizen; every
Mr. President, thank you very
protecting the country; this is
individual has ambitions for his much for agreeing to give us this
your duty as a head of state.
country. Especially that before interview. Today we have been
Here we can take as an example the war, we were advancing and with President of the Syrian
something that lives on as a
achieving significant growth,
Arab Republic, Bashar al-Assad,
tradition, which is the Great
and the country was developing and this was “International
Patriotic War in Russia. Your
at a fast pace. It is true that we Review.” I am Yevgeny
relations with Germany, like any had many problems because
Primakov, wishing you all the
other country, were good. You when the reform process moves best.
had normal relations:
quickly, it has negative aspects,
agreements, engagements,
maybe in the form of corruption President Assad: Thank you.
meetings and you had not done or policy mistakes. But by and
anything against Germany.
large, our national capabilities
Some Emerging
Nevertheless, the Nazis attacked were improving and developing.
Truths About
Russia and you lost 26 million After nine years, when you see
martyrs, maybe more. Was there how far behind you are
Ukraine and the
any other choice but to defend economically, technologically,
Crash of MH17
your country? No, that was the culturally and educationally, of
only choice. The decision taken course there is a sense of
by the Russian leadership at the frustration at times at a personal
time was the right decision
level. Certainly, in the end, any
supported by the Russian people war regardless of its causes or
who defended their country.
outcomes, is a very bad thing.
Were there mistakes? Of course, You cannot have a positive
there are mistakes in every
feeling towards any war. You
action. Are there political or
will always feel pain and
military decisions which could frustration. On a daily basis,
have been better? Certainly, for you are losing good people and
everything has flaws and errors. draining your resources. So,
Source: https://journalThe same applies to us in Syria. there is certainly a kind of pain
neo.org/2020/03/02/some-emergingThe decisions which we took
that you feel on a daily basis on truths-about-ukraine-and-the-crash-ofmh-17/
from day one, were to preserve a personal level. However, at
the sovereignty of Syria and to the same time, this pain should
By James Oneill
fight terrorists until the end, and be the motivation and the
we are still doing that. After
incentive for you to do more and
The Ukrainian territory over
nine years, I believe that had we to have confidence and hope that
which the tragedy occurred was
taken a different direction, we you are capable of becoming
the centre of fighting between its
would have lost our country
stronger and better than before.
largely Russian speaking
from day one. That’s why this
inhabitants and Kiev
decision was the right one. As
government forces, acting on the
13
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instructions of the Kiev
government that had earlier that
year seized power in an
American financed coup.
An international group of
countries set up an investigation
into the crash. An early indicator
that the investigation was likely
to be less than objective came
from its membership: the
Netherlands, Australia, Belgium
and Ukraine. As the countries
suffering the largest casualties,
the presence of The Netherlands
and Australia was
understandable.

remotely plausible argument
been advanced as to what
possible motive Russia could
have for shooting down the
civilian airliner of a friendly
country.

neo.org/2020/03/02/some-emergingtruths-about-ukraine-and-the-crash-ofmh-17/www.maxfromthewharf.com).

That this report, with its
devastating revelations, has not
been reported in the western
mainstream media confirms that
rather than being an inquiry into
the truth about a tragedy, the
investigation always had as a
primary objective, to blame
Russia.

In the now more thanfive- and
one-half years since the tragedy,
the original blame game has not
ceased. A new report has
recently been released however,
that has shed considerable light
on what really happened. This
report follows earlier revelations It will be recalled that the
from the Malaysians that they allegations against Russia hinge
had sent a team to the Ukraine to on the alleged presence of a
recover the plane’s black boxes, Russian missile system in the
crash location on the relevant
There was no obvious reason for managing to do so with the
date. This allegation was
including Belgium, although that assistance of local rebels
actively promoted by the
countries position as NATO
fighting the Ukrainian
notorious mouthpiece of the
headquarters provides at least
government forces.
United Kingdom security
one clue. Why Ukraine was
services who publishes under the
included was also a puzzle. On Had the Malaysians not been
the then known facts, or at least successful, establishing the truth nom de plume Bellingcat.
what was thought to be the facts, of what happened would have
Bellingcat was a major promoter
Ukraine was at the very least a been much more difficult.
prime suspect in the shooting
Thanks also to the efforts of an of the version of events that a
Russian missile crew had
down. The exclusion of
independent Dutch group, a
Malaysia, the plane’s owner and great deal more information has crossed the border from Russia
operator, who also lost citizens, become available, none of which into Ukraine, and then fired its
missile with the devastating
was at the time inexplicable. The casts the original quartet of
reasons only became known
countries in a favourable light. consequences of destroying the
aircraft and killing all its
much later. Malaysia refused to
be a party to an extraordinary
The conduct of the inquiry, the passengers and crew, and then
returning across the border back
agreement between the other
evidence that was established
into Russia.
four nations that gave an
and then suppressed by the
effective veto to the Ukrainians original investigators, the
Bellingcat published some
against any adverse findings.
allegations repeated without
question in the western media, photographs of the Russian
missile system, and the western
Contrary to basic principles of and the manifestly false
mainstream media duly reported
investigation, the quartet of
allegations have now been
countries immediately blamed revealed in a major study by an the allegations that the
Russia, alleging that a Russian independent Dutch group led by photographs were of the
missile has been fired at the
the investigative journalist Max offending missile system,
plane, causing its destruction
van der Werff. Their results can without the least bit of fact
checking, either with local
and the death of all on board.
be read on the website
citizens who would have
Not then and never since has any (https://journalwitnessed the alleged
14
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movements of such a
This information was consistent their “blame Russia” version
conspicuous weapon system, or with data obtained by two
despite having no verifiable
any verifiable military records. It Australian investigators, Shaun evidence let alone motive, to
is now known that local eye
Ellis and Timothy Johns,
sustain such an allegation.
witnesses were interviewed by conducting an inquiry under the
the Dutch investigators.
code name “Operation
If we are able to exclude a
Arkanella”. None of these
missile as the cause of MH 17’s
Those eye witnesses referred to findings, which clearly
demise, that inevitably leaves
seeing Ukrainian fighter jets
contradict the allegations of
only either an accident (which
operating in the sky at the
Russian responsibility, have ever may be emphatically excluded)
relevant time. This directly
been published in the western
or intervention by fighter
contradicted the Ukrainian
mainstream media. It raises the aircraft. Even the Ukrainians and
government claim that none of obvious question of why the lie their Western allies have never
their fighter jets were
of Russian complicity in the
alleged that a Russian fighter jet
operational on that day. Such an tragedy has been raised and
was involved.
obvious and easily disproven lie maintained ever since, when it is
raises questions about what else clearly contradicted by the
Rather, the Ukrainian
the Ukrainians may be lying
evidence the Dutch-Australian government has always
about.
investigations discovered.
maintained that none of its
military aircraft were flying at
As might be expected, the Dutch The known Russian missile
the time. This claim has long
Military Intelligence Service
systems were in proximity to
been disputed by civilians living
carried out its investigation into substantial population centres. in the area who have given
the circumstances surrounding There were no reports in any
repeated accounts of the activity
the crash. Their investigation
format of any missiles being
of Ukrainian fighter jets in the
produced a report that has been fired on the relevant day. This area at the relevant time.
leaked to the van der Werff
conclusion is clearly reported in
investigation team. That data
the official report of the Dutch The area where the shooting
shows quite clearly that at the
Military Intelligence and
down of MH17 occurred was an
material time the flight path of Security Service. Their report
active war zone. It is known that
MH 17 was outside the
clearly states: “it becomes
both United States and Russian
operational range of both
apparent that flight MH 17 was satellites were in stationary orbit
Ukrainian and Russian missile flying beyond the range of all
over the region at the relevant
systems.
identified and operational
time. It raises the obvious
Ukrainian and Russian
question as to why these data
The report of the Dutch military locations where 9K37m1Buk M1 have not been released. One can
investigation team (MIVD)
Systems were deployed.” Again, understand the US reluctance as
quoted by van der Werff
it raises the obvious question:
the data would disclose the
confirms that there were no
how is this information
complicity of their ally Ukraine
Russian BUK missiles or radar reconciled with the propaganda in the tragedy. It is less clear
systems in Ukraine on or about attack on Russia, then and ever why the Russian authorities have
17 July 2014. The Dutch report since?
not released their data. The
further confirmed that no BUK
evidence after all is in their
missiles were detected as having This report was published on 21 favour.
been fired on that day. Nor had September 2016, i.e. more than
anything been fired from the
three years ago. Not a word of it What the satellite data would
Russian side of the border.
has been published by the
show is exactly what was
western media who persist in
established by the Dutch and
15
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Australian investigators at the
time. That is, MH17 was shot
down by Ukrainian fighter jets.

Source: https://offVan der Werff’s report includes
guardian.org/2020/03/04/the-skripalthe transcript of an interview
case-two-years-on/
with one such keywitness,a
Brigadier of the Dutch Police. A lot has been said about the
That witness gave detailed
unanswered questions revolving
evidence as to the activities of around the incident. But perhaps
Ukrainian fighter jets in the area the best of way of demonstrating
at the relevant time on the day of the peculiarity of the alleged
the tragedy. Again, this clearly situation is to simply relate, in
refutes the Ukrainian claims.
full, the “official version”.

•

These alleged assassins
carried with them two
perfume bottles full of
“Novichok”, allegedly
one of the deadliest nerve
agents ever devised. This
would be enough to kill
around 800,000 people
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Novichok_agent).

•

quiet and comfortable
life of retirement, so far
as we know

On arriving in the UK
these highly-trained
covert agents book a
hotel with a CCTV
camera on the front door,
and the next day, March
3, they travel to
Salisbury by train,
allegedly to recon the
area, then return to
London. They are
apparently observed by
CCTV camera’s the
entire time.

•

Eight years later, in early
2018, with a Presidential
election looming and just
weeks before Russia was
due to host the FIFA
World Cup, Vladimir
Putin decided to
assassinate him for as yet
obscure reasons.

The day following,
March 4, they again
travel to Salisbury, this
time the master assassins
walk to Skripal’s house
and somehow “smear”
the liquid Novichok on
the handle of his front
door.

•

No eye-witness,
photograph or piece of
CCTV footage has ever
been made publicly
available to show either
of these two men

When one adds together the
Here it is:
known facts revealed in the
Dutch documents as well as
• Sergei Skripal, a Russian
other sources, certain irresistible
military intelligence
inferences can be drawn. The
officer, was found guilty
most obvious is that MH 17 was
of spying for the UK in
shot down by a Ukrainian fighter
2006, and sentenced to
jet. That single fact, from which
13 years in prison.
so much else followed, has never
been reported in the mainstream
• In 2010 he was released
media despite it being the
and traded to the United
irresistible inference drawn by
Kingdom as part of a spy
Dutch investigators more than
swap. Having settled in
three years ago.
the UK Sergei lived a
That the suppression of the truth
has been a major factor in the
anti-Russian campaign waged by
the Netherlands, Australia and
Ukraine is obvious. That the lies,
obfuscations and misinformation
should be perpetrated by the
mainstream media is a sad
commentary on the deplorable
state of affairs that media has
now sunk to.

from Moscow under
aliases they had allegedly
already employed and
using Russian passports.

The Skripal Case –
Two Years On

•

•

The GU, Russia’s
military intelligence unit,
dispatched two of their
elite officers, who
proceeded to fly direct
16
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anywhere in the area of
Sergei Skripal’s house.
•

The whereabouts of the
opened bottle of poison
have never been
established.

•

Having applied the
poison, the two highly
trained assassins do two
things before returning to
London. 1) They drop
their second, unopened,
bottle of novichok
(presumably enough to
kill approx 400,000
people) in a charity
donation bin, rather than
destroying it or taking it
back to Russia. 2) They
stop by an antiques store
to browse.

•

•

•

•

the Skripal’s came into
contact with that day.
•

DS Nick Bailey, a CID
officer is in contact with
the Skripals or their
home at this time and
subsequently becomes
ill. It has never been
stated how exactly he
was exposed. It was
initially reported he was
a first responder to the
scene, but that story was
changed and it was later
claimed he visited the
Skripal hpouse. Despite
the alleged lethality of
novichok in even very
minute doses, Bailey is
fit to return home after
18 days.

•

Porton Down, the British
government’s chemical
weapons research centre,
is brought in to help
identify what chemical –
if any – the
Skripals/Bailey were
exposed to.

•

Within a month they
release a statement
claiming the poison was
“a novichok like agent”,
but that they could not
pinpoint its origin. How
they were able to test for
a (at the time) theoretical
chemical without having
a sample to test against,
has never been
explained.

•

Porton Down is 8
minutes away from
Salisbury by car

The person who found
them was the most senior
nurse
(https://www.moonofalabama.
org/2019/01/coincidencechief-nurse-of-the-britisharmy-was-the-first-person-toarrive-at-the-novichokedskripal.html) in the British

The two assassins leave
the country that
afternoon, flying direct
to Moscow, without
knowing if their alleged
target is dead, and again
making no effort to
conceal their origins.
Despite both handling
the poison, and somehow
carrying enough of it
back to contaminate their
hotel room, neither of the
men – nor any of the
staff, train passengers or
passersby who come into
contact with them – ever
become sick, even
though only 0.2mg of
Novichok is an allegedly
lethal dose.

Later that afternoon,
Sergei and Yulia Skripal
are found “almost
unconscious”on a park
bench in Salisbury town
centre. It is claimed this
was due to contact with
the Novichok smeared on
Sergei’s door handle,
though reports originally
stated neither he nor his
daughter had returned to
the house, and the timing
seems to make it unlikely
they did.

Army (likely in the area
as part of Toxic Dagger
(https://www.gov.uk/governme
nt/news/exercise-toxicdagger-the-sharp-end-ofchemical-warfare), the

British Military’s
landmark chemical
weapons training
exercise which began
Feb 20th and ran on until
March 12th).
•

The nurse and her family
administer “emergency
aid” to the two alleged
poisoning victims.
Neither she nor anyone
else on the scene, nor any
of the first responders,
ever experience any
symptoms of nerve agent
poisoning. Neither do
any of the other people
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(https://www.google.com/sear
ch?
q=porton+down+distance+fr
om+salisbury&oq=porton+d
own+distance+from+salisbur
y&aqs=chrome..69i57.4327j0
j1&sourceid=chrome&ie=UT
F-8).

•

•

keen to maintain his
privacy but has
subsequently given at
least one interview
(https://www.independent.co.

and collapse, especially with the
state of global insecurity.

Beeley added that any logical
person who thinks with his mind
uk/news/uk/crime/salisbury- will know that Turkey should
novichok-attack-policestop supporting, arming, and
officer-interview-nick-baileyfinancing al-Qaeda terrorists in
russia-skripal-a8647431.html)
Syria who have caused the
some while after the
displacement of Syrians from
event.
their areas.

Nearly four months later,
in late June of 2018,
Charlie Rowley finds the
unopened perfume bottle This is the UK government’s
She indicated that the largest
a full of novichok
version of what happened.
percentage of the displaced are
(whether he bought it
Unvarnished and unsatirised.
people who flee from the areas
from a charity shop or
None of it is disputed,
where the fighting takes place
found it in a bin is
exaggerated or speculative.
and terrorists haven’t allowed
unclear, both stories have
them to leave through the
been reported). Upon
If you can see any unanswered
humanitarian corridors
using the perfume
questions, logical gaps or
Rowley’s partner, Dawn peculiar coincidences…you are established by the Syrian
government, as they
Sturgess, falls ill. Later likely a Russian bot.
intentionally bombed these
that day Rowley also
corridors and planted mines in
falls ill. Sturgess dies in
hospital two weeks later. Beeley: Syria fights them, which makes them
to head north towards
But Rowley survives.
terrorism in Idleb compelled
Turkey.
Making him the fourth
and
Erdogan
person in this narrative to
pointed out that the
survive exposure to an
supports it with full Beeley
expansion
of terrorists and their
agent lethal in doses as
partnership
with
attacks on the displaced would
small as 0.2mg.
not have taken place if the
Israeli entity
regime of Recep Tayyip Erdogan
Sergei Skripal and Julia
both recovered and
Source: https://sana.sy/en/?p=187325 had not received them on its soil
and then sent them to Syria and
allegedly chose to live
in recent months it had sent
By Ruaa al-Jazaeri
secluded lives. Sergei has
weapons, equipment and
not appeared in public at
reinforcements to support alall since allegedly being In this context, “UK Column”
Qaeda the terrorist organization
T.V
correspondent,
British
found on that park bench.
journalist Vanessa Beeley, in a in Idleb.
Yulia made one brief
statement she made from Idleb,
press statement
(https://www.youtube.com/wat confirmed that Syria is fighting a “Therefore, Turkey can only
blame itself with regard to the
ch?v=rjRunF_zrrA). Their war on its soil against terrorists
refugee issue within it, and of
current whereabouts are and the Turkish regime forces
course it uses this issue for its
totally unknown. Their whose aggression on Syrian
benefit as it receives funding
lands
constitutes
a
flagrant
family in Russia have
apparently been denied violation of international law, as from the European Union and
this regime invades a sovereign uses this blackmail as a threat
all access to them. DS
against it.”
Bailey was initially also state, which constitutes a decline
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Beeley affirmed that the Turkish She noted that “Whoever
regime is acting according to a wanders in the areas of
full partnership and coordination Saraqeb, Ma`aret al-Nu’aman
with the Israeli entity, and this and other villages and cities,
coordination have become
notices that the White Helmets
clearer over the past few months, headquarters were completely
mainly after the Syrian Arab
adjacent to the terrorist
Army started its campaign for organizations’ positions, bomb
liberating Idleb as the number of factories, and the centers of
the Israeli acts of aggression
chemical weapons industry,
against the Syrian territories
where components of chemical
have increased.
weapons were found ready for
manufacture and packaging in
Beeley pointed to the acts of
laboratories, in addition to the
the so-called “White Helmets” shells that could carry these
terrorist organization which is substances”
a tool in the hand of the
British and American
Beeley affirmed that the “White
intelligence, uses the
Helmets wouldn’t have
humanitarian work as a cover expanded in this clear way in
for its criminal activities in
the areas where terrorists
cooperation with Jabhat alspread without common
Nusra terrorist organization extremist ideology, which is the
which spreads in Idleb.
truth that the Western media
refuse to accept,” asking: “If the
She added that this
White Helmets organization
organization was working
were a humanitarian and
together with the terrorists of neutral group, then why it did
Jabhat al-Nusra and Nour al- not remain in the backlines to
Din al-Zenki gang, and many help civilians return to their
crimes committed by these
homes and settle in them
organizations against civilians instead of moving to the front
and children in particular
lines of Jabhat al-Nusra.”
have been documented
throughout the period of their She pointed out that the
occupation of Aleppo western British government is still
countryside.
funding the “White Helmets”
terrorist organization, and
Beeley indicated that without the that the Turkish regime
full coordination between
provides financial support to it
terrorist organizations and the
based on its support for the
so-called “White Helmets”
terrorist groups with which
organization, they would not
the organization works.
have been able to operate and
move freely in the areas which Beeley said that “what we saw
are under the control of these
in Saraqeb and Ma’aret alterrorist organizations.
Numan shows the rate of the
Turkish support for this
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organization in a manner which
is very similar to what we had
seen in southern Syria, where a
lot of support was provided with
Israeli medical equipment, food
and supplies in the headquarters
of the White Helmets.”
It is noteworthy that the terrorist
so-called “White Helmets”
organization, which has formed
a tool for implementing the
conspiratorial scheme against
Syria, was established in Turkey
in 2013 with British-American
funding, and it has obtained
extensive Western media
coverage, as the manufacturers
and supporters of terrorism in
Syria attempted to endow them
with a false human nature, but
evidence, facts, photos, and field
facts came to expose this nature
and prove that the “White
Helmets” organization is a
terrorist platform that supports
other terrorist organizations.
The British correspondent
confirmed that the British and
American governments have
provided and are still
providing various forms of
unlimited support to terrorist
organizations in Syria and
other countries in
implementation of their
colonial expansionist policies.
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Turkish army fights directly
Since Russia decided in 2015, on
together with the terrorists
the request of the Syrian
against the Syrian army. This has government, to actively support
created a new situation, even if it the Syrian army, it was always
is not yet a full-scale war; for
clear that the aim was the fight
example, some of the so-called against terrorism. There is no
Turkish “observation posts” are doubt that Russia will continue
surrounded by the Syrian army, with these politics. On the other
hand, with respect to the Turkish
Source: https://thesaker.is/iran-syria- but were not attacked.
invasion, it is not to expect that
hezbollah-ansarullah-is-the-front-linenot-china-russia/
The Syrian army is quickly
Russia will militarily intervene
adapting to the new situation. In directly. Of course, Russia will
By Paul Schmutz
particular, on March 2, the
defend the sovereignty and
crucial city Saraqeb (on the
territorial integrity of Syria, but
The Turkish aggression is
junction of the two highways
merely on the political and
carried out by thousands of
M4 and M5) could be recaptured diplomatic level. However, there
troops, by thousands of military from the Turkish and terrorist
will be some major grey zone
vehicles, and by air forces,
forces. The Syrians have
since the fight against terrorism
including a significant number declared a no-fly-zone over the cannot simply be distinguished
of armed drones. Concerning the region (Russian planes being the from the fight against the
concrete situation on the ground, unique exception) and they are Turkish invaders.
there are different narratives.
bringing more air defense
Apparently, on February 27,
systems to the front, in order to Very probably, the planned
over thirty of invading Turkish confront the Turkish air attacks. meeting (March 5) between
military personnel were killed by It also seems that the Syrian
Putin and Erdogan in Moscow
a strike coming from Syria,
army has decided to postpone
will not resolve the problem of
Russia, or both; these Turkish
the liberation of the M4 between the Turkish invasion. One may
military personnel were mixed Saraqeb and Lattakia in order to expect that Putin will put some
with terrorist forces and
concentrate on the more
red lines in order to avoid a fulltherefore difficult to discern.
essential M5 between Damascus scale war between Syria and
Subsequently, there was
and Aleppo.
Turkey. Moreover, he will insist
obviously some confusion
that the Syrian side is the just
among the Syrian side and its
Hezbollah has lost some fighters side. But Russia cannot handle
allies, which allowed the Turkish by the Turkish aggression. On the Turkish aggression. This is a
army to make some important March 1, a massive funeral with problem between Turkey on the
casualties.
thousands of people was hold in one hand and Syria, together
Beirut. On February 29, for the with her regional allies, on the
In the last weeks, the Syrian
first time, the Iranian Advisory other hand. China will have a
Army had made big progresses Center in Syria published a
similar position. There will be
against he terrorists around
statement, warning the Turkish diplomatic, economical, and
Idleb. The latter were on the
side of “the great risks of
some political support for Syria
brink of complete collapse.
continuing the aggression
from China, but not much more,
Turkey did not want to accept
against Syria”. We can conclude at least not openly.
their defeat and this was the
that these close allies of the
reason for the Turkish
Syrian army also adjust their
I think that it is completely
aggression. It is certainly true
position, closely monitoring the wrong to criticize Russia or
that Turkey was an ally of the
new developments.
China for these positions. They
terrorist forces in Syria during
are not the masters of an
the whole war. But this time, the

Iran, Syria,
Hezbollah,
Ansarullah is the
front line, not
China-Russia
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alternative world. They cannot nor from China. They come
more self-confident, stronger.
dictate a political agenda. They from the Middle East herself.
Which is very valuable for the
have neither the strength nor the
whole planet.
intention of doing so. No
Iran, Syria, Hezbollah, and
country should expect that its
Ansarullah all have their proper
problems will be solved by
strength, experience, autonomy,
China and/or Russia. It is also and leadership. Each one has
wrong to see Putin as the one big achieved great successes against
infallible chess player who holds mighty enemies. Of course, they
the reins. As leader of his
collaborate and there is much
country he has his point of view mutual support. The victories of
just as the leaders of the other
each are also the victories of all.
players have their point of view. With the Turkish invasion in
Nobody is in the possession of Syria, they are confronted with a
the absolute truth. However, the new task. But Turkey is not as
history of Russia and China
strong as it seems. Politically,
shows that these countries are
the country is divided and
loyal to her allies and do not
Erdogan has not at all the
exchange them like clothes. As support of the whole people for
permanent members of the
his invasion. His supporters are
Security Council they will
merely ultra-nationalists and
defend the interests of Syria. But fascists. Moreover, his
they will continue to have as
aggressive politics in the region
good as possible relations with (Syria, Iraq, Libya, Cyprus,
USA, Israel, Saudi Arabia, and Greece) has not produced many
Turkey.
friends. His politics seem to be
utterly adventurous. And
China and Russia are strong and militarily speaking, Syria,
influential countries, but the
Hezbollah, and Iran are
creation of a post-Western world experimented opponents. I am
needs quite a few other
very confident that Erdogan will
countries. Militarily speaking, suffer a shameful defeat. The
the current front line between
Syrian nation and people have
the Western empires and the new already showed that they are
world is in the Middle East
able of immense sacrifices,
(West Asia). On the one hand, that they are heroic fighters
we have the aggressive countries and great patriots.
USA, Israel, Saudi Arabia,
Turkey. The other side is
The reactions on Soleimani’s
represented by Iran, Syria,
assassination have changed the
Hezbollah, and Ansarullah
Middle East. Erdogan will not
(Yemen). One may add some
be able to stop this movement.
forces in Iraq. At present, these His government has chosen the
are the regions were the sharpest wrong side. The “new” Middle
fights took place. The impulses East is modifying the relations
and the directives for these
with all other countries. The
forces do not come from Russia world should get used to a new
Middle East: more autonomous,
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